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Pre-Order Now. Ships January 2010. Whitman Deluxe Edition National Park Quarters Folder, 2010

2021, 60 openings, single mint. The National Park Quarters Coin Act of 2008 requires quarters,

beginning in 2010, to have designs on the reverse depicting one national site in each state, the

District of Columbia, and the territories of the United States. Fifty-six (56) different designs will

complete the program from 2010 through 2021. Whitman folders are built from the safest archival

safe materials known. 7 3/4 X 5 3/4 closed, 23 X 7 3/4 open.

Age Range: 8 and up

Hardcover: 4 pages

Publisher: Whitman Coin Products (January 1, 2010)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 0794828833

ISBN-13: 978-0794828837

Product Dimensions:  0.2 x 5.5 x 7.5 inches

Shipping Weight: 4 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     4.2 out of 5 stars       522 customer reviews

Best Sellers Rank: #2,599 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #3 inÃ‚Â Books > Crafts, Hobbies &

Home > Antiques & Collectibles > Coins & Medals > Coin Folders   #813 inÃ‚Â Books > Children's

Books

Bought the National Park Coin Folder for grandchildren at same time I bought them the State

Quarter Folder. I had been collecting the state quarters from the start. After visiting The Mint and the

kids experienced and learned about the creation of the artwork on the state and national park

quarters, I gave then each a quarter from all 50 states and as the quarters were distributed, we

talked about what was on the coins and why. We had a fun few hours after which they learned a lot

about each state. At that time I also had a few national park quarters but didn't realize it until we

looked at them closely. When I gave them the books before school one morning, they immediately

started putting there coins in the books. Since then they have been actively looking for the national

parks coins they are missing. Great education fun. The folders seem like they will hold up for a long

time.



This is a good choice for the casual coin collector but only has one slot per quarter issued, so there

is no provision to inset one from each U. S. Mint of the same issue. Coins are heavy though to ship

so most coins in circulation in your area will be from the same U. S. mint. There are though all kinds

of levels of coin collecting and for someone only looking for a representative of each design this is a

very well designed way to display the coins. The U. S. mint site is the best place to learn the basics

of coin collecting with a bias only toward selling you more and more expensive options that might be

cheaper at a local store for coin collectors that buys in bulk new issues plus purchasing from other

customers.

I did not get this product from  but I believe it's the same one (same cover and from Whitman). I

don't usually do reviews but I really want to warn you about this one...pros:1. Tiny2. no P & D, just

one slot (for professional collectors, this may be a con...)cons:1. Too hard to get the coins in!!2. The

cover is just a thin plastic layer.3. There's a sticker on 2019 Taxes to cover typos or so!!! (is it just

me? no one mentioned it before...)

This is exactly as it said it would be. I am starting a collection with my son, and he is always the one

who puts the quarters in. They fit snugly, but it is not too tight to get them all the way in. I do warn

him to put them in straight because it doesn't seem as if we could get them out easily. At least not

without damaging the cardboard.

I got this for my husband and he really loves it cause it looks so nice. He had been keeping his

quarters in a tin canister and this is a much better way to keep his quarters and easy to see what he

still has and still needs.

Fun. Gets one looking for the coins need to fill the book. Kids like the info about the parks that the

coins give. Asking to travel to some of the parks.

Great quality none of the words are cut off. Onc you put the coins in it's hard to get them out so

make sure you put them in the way you want.

The tri-fold format is good. However, the third panel was torn nearly halfway off. I taped it on but

would have prefered to not have to do so.
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